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LIMESTONE
FARMS

A super-premium bourbon from mature barrels, expertly
crafted and blended to showcase a superior flavor profile.
Always full-bodied and higher proof, our Select Batch
highlights the original limestone filtered water whiskey down
its time-laden, wooden journey.

Limestone Farms Select Batch delivers a luxurious bourbon
experience that stays true to our blending mission of: Clean,
delineated flavor profiles, that deliver a full flavor experience
from start to finish, rewarding you with a long lingering finish
that asks for another sip.

Industry judges, stewards, and media reviewers all agree that
much of the whisky's flavours come from the barrels. Crafting
and blending the right barrels plays a vital role in creating an
exceptional tasting experience for consumers. Limestone Farms
blends the right barrels together for the right reasons, to
showcase each barrel's charm in the finished product.

PREMIUM STRAIGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY

S e l e c t  B a t c h

The best barrels
sourced from the
market then crafted
into our style

Real Crafting & Blending

OFFICIAL BOURBON OF We were proud to be announced as the
Official Bourbon of the 2023 Barbasol
PGA Championship. World class golf and
Limestone Farm’s super-premium offering
made for an exceptional partnership
featuring superior cocktails.

BARRY DOWNING

TASTING NOTES

Nose:  Rich caramelized poached
pears, with hints of spices and
turned dark earth

Palate:  Soft brown sugar and
warm spiced stone fruits

Finish:  Long clean finish with
secondaries of cinnamon

Serve:  Neat, over ice, or mixed
           in your favorite cocktail

SPECS

Proof:  110 - 113

Mash Bill:  78% Corn, 13% Rye,
                  9% Malted Barley  

Barrel:  American White Oak

Entry Proof:  115

Aged: Blend of 6-9 yr old barrels

UPC:  860009319202

SRP:  $150  

www.limestonefarms.com

Rare & Unique
Mash Bills
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LIMESTONE
FARMS

A smaller scale release that is at its height of
maturation yet yields a smoothness that is
undeniable.

Industry judges, stewards, and media reviewers all agree that
much of the whisky's flavors come from the barrels. Crafting
and blending the right barrels plays a vital role in creating an
exceptional tasting experience for consumers. Limestone Farms
blends the right barrels together for the right reasons, to
showcase each barrel's charm in the finished product.

PREMIUM STRAIGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY

S m a l l  B a t c h

The best barrels
sourced from the
market then crafted
into our style .

BARRY DOWNING

TASTING NOTES

Nose:  Deeper and darker, big but
round invitation to taste

Palate:  Warm spices and woodsy
earth undertones showcasing rich
layers and plush stone fruits

Finish:  Broad and long, never
muddled, yet clean and delineated

Serve:  Neat, over ice, or mixed
          in your favorite cocktail

SPECS

Proof:  112-120+

Mash Bill:  78% Corn, 13% Rye,
                  9% Malted Barley

Barrel:  American White Oak

Entry Proof:  115

Aged:  9 years 

UPC:  860009319219

SRP:  $190

Savor the sophisticated taste of our Small Batch Bourbon,
expertly crafted and blended to perfection. Our super-premium
bourbon is carefully matured in the finest barrels, allowing its
superior flavor profile to shine through. The original limestone
filtered water used in the distillation process gives the whiskey
a distinct taste that only improves as it ages in the finest
American oak barrels.

True to the Limestone Farms profile mission of luxurious, yet
clean and delineated aromas and flavors; our goal in our limited
Small Batch offerings is to build memories and create
conversation as you find an even deeper, broader, more
complex, and longer-lived Kentucky Whiskey experience.
Typically, from the same mash bill as our Select Batches, but
from our best-of-best barrel and or blends.

www.limestonefarms.com

Real Crafting
& Blending

Rare & Unique
Mash Bills
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LIMESTONE
FARMS

We strive to bring exceptional Kentucky Whiskey that is
unmatched to the market. Our team is dedicated to rare and
unique mash bills and unlike many other labels, we go far
beyond just waiting for an age from a rickhouse. Limestone
Farms creates once-in-a-lifetime whiskey experiences with
every flagship release. Our goal is to introduce lovers of
whiskey to the artistry and craft of true whiskey blending.

Limestone Farms Private Stock showcases a clean, well-defined
flavor profile that delivers a full-bodied experience from start to
finish. With a long, lingering finish that leaves you craving
more, our private stock straight bourbon whiskey is the perfect
indulgence for any bourbon connoisseur.

Industry judges, stewards, and media reviewers all agree that
much of the whisky's flavors come from the barrels. Crafting
and blending the right barrels plays a vital role in creating an
exceptional tasting experience for consumers. Limestone Farms
blends the right barrels together for the right reasons, to
showcase each barrel's charm in the finished product.

PREMIUM STRAIGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY

P r i v a t e  S t o c k

The best barrels
sourced from the
market then crafted
into our style .

Created for bourbon aficionados who can
appreciate superior complexity and
exceptional smoothness.

BARRY DOWNING

TASTING NOTES

Nose:  Bright plums, dark cherries,
earthy olives and herbs

Palate:  Sweet cherries, spiced
pomegranates

Finish:  Slow to release your
tastebuds, easy and memorable for
those rare times

Serve:  Neat, over ice, or mixed
          in your favorite cocktail

SPECS

Proof:  114-120+

Mash Bill:  70% Corn, 10% Honey’d  
                 Wheat, 10% Honey’d
                 Malted Barley, 10% 
                 Distillers Malt

Barrel:  American White Oak

Entry Proof:  110.4

Aged:  7 years and 9 months

UPC:  860009319226

SRP:  $225+

www.limestonefarms.com

Real Crafting
& Blending

Rare & Unique
Mash Bills


